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1.0

Introduction

Residential streets are meant to be shared by pedestrians, cyclists and motorists alike. On local and
collector residential streets, users should be able to co-exist in harmony and do so in a relatively safe
manner. In neighbourhoods that have this dynamic, the streets feel safe and are a pleasure to walk, cycle
and drive on. These are the streets and neighbourhoods that we want to create for all residents to enjoy.
Unfortunately, and for a myriad of reasons, many of the local streets in different neighbourhoods
experience problems, both real and perceived, that may be related to traffic volumes, speeds, geometry
and general operations. These issues result in local streets that are not perceived as being pleasant or safe
for children, pedestrians, cyclists or motorists alike.
Where such situations exist, residents, and often others in the community, demand actions from the
governing authority, which most often is the communities Council and/or Staff, to have the traffic and/or
safety issues resolved.
Municipalities often recognize the benefits in addressing traffic and pedestrian safety issues in a
consistent manner. Many communities, for example, will have warrant systems that they employ for
traffic signals and for the installation of pedestrian crossings to ensure these controls are only put in place
when needed and in a safe consistent manner. Dealing with speeding and traffic issues in neighbourhoods
is no different. Many organizations throughout Canada and indeed North America are putting “Traffic
Calming” policies in place to deal with neighbourhood traffic and speeding concerns in a consistent/
appropriate manner.

1.1

What is Traffic Calming?

Traffic calming is most often defined as a combination of physical and/or policy measures that, when
implemented reduce the negative effects of the use of motor vehicles on residential streets, alter
motorists’ behaviour and improve conditions for both pedestrians and cyclists alike.

1.2

Traffic Calming Terms and Basic Acronyms

The following is a list of the meanings of many common traffic calming terms and acronyms that are used
throughout this report and are listed for the reader’s convenience.
•

•
•

•
•
•

Street Classifications – Streets within a municipality are often classified to describe their role and
functionality in the road network system. There are three road classifications used by the Town
of Torbay. These included Local Streets, Collector Streets and Arterial Streets.
Local Residential Streets – The primary function of a local residential street is to provide access
to adjacent properties. Local residential streets are not intended for use as through traffic routes.
Residential Collector Streets – Roadways classified as residential collector streets are designed
and intended to provide access to adjacent properties that are balanced by the need to collect
and distribute traffic travelling to and from a neighbourhood. As with local residential streets,
collector streets are not generally intended to be through routes or to carry significant volumes
of traffic within the overall road network.
Arterial Streets – The primary function of an arterial roadway is to move traffic within the road
network system. Typically, such streets are not eligible for the traffic calming process.
ADT – Average daily traffic recorded on a roadway over a 24 hour period.
AADT – Average annual daily traffic on a roadway over a 24 hour period based data collected over
a year.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2.0

VPD – Vehicles per day.
85th Percentile Speed – The speed separating the fastest 15% of vehicles from the slowest 85%.
This speed is typically used by traffic professionals for a variety of reasons including to gauge the
magnitude of a speeding problem.
Pedestrian Facilities – Typically include sidewalks and off-road trails.
Pedestrian Generators – Facilities that typically attract pedestrians; examples include parks,
schools, and community centres.
Vulnerable Road Users – Vulnerable road users can be defined as any non-motorist that use the
roadway, such as pedestrians and cyclists.
Through Traffic – Traffic that neither originates from nor is destined to a specific neighbourhood.
This would include traffic that uses a neighbourhood street for convenience only.
TAC – Transportation Association of Canada.

Traffic Calming Methodology

Harbourside Transportation Consultants (HTC) is suggesting the following methodology to manage traffic
calming issues throughout the Town of Torbay. The process has been organized into 10 basic steps which
are as follows:
• Step 1 – Initial request for traffic calming
• Step 2 – Initial screening process
• Step 3 – Ranking requests, once the request passes Step 2
• Step 4 – Prioritized candidate list produced for council approval and funding allocation
• Step 5 – Initial residential support – survey – 60 % support – champion e-mail listing
• Step 6 – Plan development
 Initial concepts by staff/consultant
 Tool box of available options
 Focus group presentation
 Focus group input – plan development
• Step 7 – Resident support
 Staff to finalize concept plans and descriptions
 Distribute to neighbourhood
 60% support
• Step 8 – Final council approval
 Staff to revise estimated costs
 Provide council with final concept plans
• Step 9 – Design, tendering and construction
 Preliminary design
 Detailed design
 Tendering
 Construction
• Step 10 – Staff follow up
 Staff to verify that the traffic calming measures effectively addressed the issues that
prompted the original request.
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2.1

Step 1 – Initial Request for Traffic Calming

The traffic calming process is most often initiated by a resident or group of residents representing a
neighbourhood and the concerns are most often related to the speed of and/or the traffic volumes on a
particular street(s) in a neighbourhood.
To begin the traffic calming process, the resident(s) concern must be made in writing using the Town’s
“Traffic Calming Request Form” and sent to the appropriate Town staff for follow up. The “Traffic Calming
Request Form” should be made available on the Town’s webpage, or in hard copy at the appropriate Town
facility. An example can be found in Appendix A.

2.2

Step 2 – Initial Screening Process

The initial screening process that will be undertaken by the Town of Torbay staff will consider the
classification of the street(s) under consideration, grade, collision history, average daily traffic volume and
the defined threshold limits in the 85th percentile speed. The specific considerations include:
•

Grade – If the grade of the roadway being considered exceeds 8%, then traffic calming should not
be considered any further. This approach would be consistent with many other jurisdictions and
stems back to the fact that implementing traffic calming measures on roadways with steep grades
could result in safety related issues especially under inclement weather conditions.

•

Collision History – The collision history of the roadway within the past 3 years specifically
involving vulnerable road users such as cyclists and pedestrians which could have potentially been
avoided with the implementation of traffic calming measures. This would be cause to advance the
street through the initial screening process regardless of the volume and speed criteria. For local
streets, this threshold should be set at 3 collisions over a 3 year timeframe. For collectors, this
threshold should be set at 6 collisions over a 3 year timeframe.

•

Volumes on Local Roadways – The thresholds used in other jurisdictions for the minimum
volumes upon which traffic calming could be considered for local residential streets varies
somewhat but typically falls between 500 and 900 vpd. The Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) Trip Generation Manual states that a typical local residential household generates an
average of 10 two-way trips per day, therefore HTC is recommending that the initial threshold be
set at 600 vpd for roadways classified as local residential streets. This threshold can always be
adjusted once the Town of Torbay determines the threshold that is adequate for the Town.

•

Volumes on Collector Streets – The thresholds used in other jurisdictions to determine whether
or not collector status roadways are considered for traffic calming tends to range from 1,500 vpd
to 3,000 vpd. HTC is suggesting that for collectors within the Town of Torbay, the threshold be set
at 3,000 vpd. These thresholds can always be adjusted once the Town of Torbay determines the
thresholds that are adequate for the Town.

•

Speed on Local Residential Streets – On local roadways, traffic calming could typically be
considered if the 85th percentile speed exceeds the posted speed limit, which, for most local
residential streets in most jurisdictions throughout Atlantic Canada, is 50 km/hr. Therefore, 5
km/hr over the posted speed limit on the roadway should be used as the threshold for the 85th
percentile for local roads.
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Speed on Collector Streets – On collector streets, travelled speeds are generally expected to be
slightly higher than they would be on local residential streets. It follows then that the trigger for
the consideration for traffic calming should be a slightly higher threshold. It is suggested that this
criterion be set at 10 km/hr over the posted speed limit as the threshold for the 85th percentile
speed on collector streets.

Table 1 – Initial Screening Criteria for Traffic Calming Requests

Criteria

Thresholds
Collector
Local Streets
Streets

Arterial
Roadways

Traffic Calming is not permitted on roadways
with grades exceeding 8%.

< 8%

Grade

Notes

Collision History

3

6

n/a

Collision History involving Vulnerable Road
Users should be greater than or equal to the
values shown over a 3 year period.

Volume

600 vpd

3,000 vpd

n/a

Average Daily Volume should exceed
minimum threshold volumes noted.

n/a

85th percentile speeds should exceed values
for each classification of roadway.

Speed

5 km/hr over 10 km/hr over
posted speed posted speed

Requests for traffic calming on roadways that are classified as Arterial Roadways within the Town’s street
classification system will not be considered under the Town’s traffic calming policy. Traffic calming
measures are not appropriate for use on this classification of roadway.
It should be recognized that Torbay Road, Bauline Line, Indian Meal Line and Marine Drive are classified
as Collector Streets. If traffic calming requests are received for these roadways, any potential treatments
resulting from the evaluations must include an appropriate traffic calming design solution which considers
the function of these roads within the Town’s network.
Traffic calming requests for local streets and for collector streets must meet both the volume and speed
criteria in Table 1. Requests that meet or exceed the collision threshold criteria shall be considered as
having met the minimum initial screening criteria and override the volume and speed criteria. Figure 1
illustrates a flow chart that can be used for screening the initial traffic calming requests.
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2.3

Initial Screening Flow Chart

Figure 1 – Initial Screening Flow Chart for Traffic Calming Requests
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2.4

Step 3 – Ranking Requests

The Town of Torbay, like all municipalities throughout the Northeast Avalon, has limits on the financial
resources that it has available to provide services to residents that live in the community. Traffic calming
will be one of many programs that Council will have to carefully consider in allocating Capital funding. If
Council decides to fund traffic calming initiatives, the Capital amounts are likely to be limited and it is
therefore important to rank all requests that pass the initial screening process to ensure the more serious
cases receive funding priority.
HTC is suggesting that Local and Collector status streets be ranked differently to reflect the intended
functionality of the roadway. The following criteria should be considered in ranking the requests:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Collision History
Traffic Volumes (ADT)
85th Percentile Speed
Presence of Pedestrian Generators
Pedestrian Facilities
Non-Local Traffic
Primary Emergency Route

The weighting of points assigned to the above-noted criteria varies somewhat between local streets and
collector streets. HTC has attempted to assign points to the criteria that are considered to be more critical
to each classification of roadway, such that more severe concerns receive higher rankings. For example,
the presence of pedestrian facilities, while important for both local and collector streets, would be more
concerning for collector status roadways where traffic volumes and speeds are likely to be higher and the
risk to pedestrian safety would be greater.
The points allocated to the various criteria for local streets are noted in Table 2 below. The points allocated
to the criteria for collector status roadways are noted in Table 3.
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Table 2 – Ranking Criteria and Points Allocations for Local Streets

Criteria
Collision History
Traffic Volumes (ADT)
85th Percentile Speed
Presence of Pedestrian
Generators
Pedestrian Facilities

Method of Allocation of Points
2 points for every collision in the previous three years in the study
area involving a vulnerable road user
1 point for every 50 vehicles above the 600 min to a max of 20
points
2 points for every km/hr the 85th percentile speed exceeds the
posted speed limit plus 5km/hr to a max of 30 points
5 points allocated to the presence of a pedestrian generator to a
maximum of 15 points
15 points allocated to streets with no pedestrian facilities present

5 points allocated for every 10% above 30% non-local traffic
present to a maximum of 15 points (max points reached at 50%
non-local traffic)
-5 points if the roadway under consideration is a primary
Primary Emergency Route
emergency response route
Non-Local Traffic

Maximum
Points
10
20
30
15
15
10
0
100

Table 3 – Ranking Criteria and Points Allocation for Collector Streets

Criteria

Method of Allocation of Points

2 points for every collision in the previous three years in the study
area involving a vulnerable road user
1 point for every 100 vehicles above the 3,000 vpd limit to a max
Traffic Volumes (ADT)
of 20 points
2 points for every km/hr the 85th percentile speed exceeds the
85th Percentile Speed
posted speed limit plus 10km/hr threshold to a max of 20 points
Presence of Pedestrian
5 points allocated to the presence of a pedestrian generator to a
Generators
maximum of 15 points
25 points allocated to streets with no pedestrian facilities present
Pedestrian Facilities
on either side of the roadway; 15 points if a pedestrian facility is
present on one side of the street
2 points allocated for every 10% above 30% non-local traffic
Non-Local Traffic
present to a maximum of 10 points (max at 80% non Local Traffic)
-10 points if the roadway under consideration is a primary
Primary Emergency Route
emergency response route
Collision History

Maximum
Points
10
20
20
15
25
10
0
100
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2.4.1

Collection of Data

The data required for an accurate assessment of the intersection, roadway or area involved in the traffic
calming request requires the following information:
o
o
o
o

Collision data
Average daily traffic
85th percentile speed
Non-local traffic

Collision data for all roadway links and intersections falling within the municipal boundary of the Town of
Torbay should be available by request from the Torbay Fire Department.
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes are normally collected over a 24 hour period using standard traffic
counters. There are many different types on the market. Non-intrusive counters are a good choice. They
are normally deployed on the side of the roadway and are safer for staff to deploy.
The 85th percentile speed can be picked up alone or in combination with the traffic volume information.
There are portable, non-intrusive devices available that can record the 85th percentile speed alone or in
combination with volume data collection.
An estimate of non-local traffic can be determined using a number of different methods. For the purposes
of this traffic calming policy, the following two methods are provided. They include:
1. Applying the following formulas:
• Local Roadways – Non-local Traffic Percentage = (1 - (600/ADT)) * 100
• Collector Streets – Non-local Traffic Percentage = (1 - (3000/ADT)) * 100
2. Applying the following formula:
• Non-local Traffic Percentage = ((ADT - (10 x number of households on the street))/ADT) * 100
The first method implies that all traffic above the threshold volumes noted in the initiation screening
criteria would be considered non-local. The second method assumes all local residential households
generate on the average of 10 two-way trips per day and any traffic above and beyond that figure could
be considered non-local traffic.
Both methods are intended to provide approximate percentages of on non-local traffic.
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2.5

Step 4 – Prioritized Candidate List produced for Council approval and Funding Allocation

As traffic calming requests are received and evaluated by staff, the results should be recorded in an overall
database. Records of the screening process and point allocation for the ranking, should be recorded and
date stamped for each individual street request. As requests are received and evaluated by staff they
should be included in the overall master priority list for traffic calming.
This list will provide Council and staff with an up-to-date priority listing of projects that require attention.
Projects can be removed from the listing as they are addressed by staff with the Capital funding made
available by Council.
This list could also be made available through the Town’s website for the information of residents. By
making the listing publically available, residents are more likely to understand that the Town has many
areas with concerns with the more serious requests receiving the attention and funding from Council.

2.6

Step 5 – Initial Residential Support

In order for any traffic calming project to be successful, the community must support the process and be
committed to the solutions that are put in place to resolve the problems that are being experienced.
History has shown that where this support is not in place, the traffic calming measures that are put in
place, often have to be removed because of opposition from area residents.
The Town of Torbay needs to ensure that the initial resident support for traffic calming is sufficient enough
to avoid any possibility of having to revisit a street to remove measures that have been put in place. HTC
is suggesting that the initial level of resident support should be a minimum of 60%.
When a street receives a capital funding commitment from Council under Step 4, Town staff should advise
affected residents of the request for traffic calming. This can be done via a survey and requesting feedback
and their position as to whether or not they would support traffic calming measures on their street. This
would also be an opportunity to solicit the names of residents who would like to participate in a focus
group session that assist in formulating the traffic calming solution for the street.
For traffic calming requests that do not receive the required threshold level of support of 60%, the process
ends and any subsequent requests street should not be considered again under the policy for a minimum
of two years.
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2.7

Step 6 – Plan Development

The development of the traffic calming plan will be a combined effort consisting of input from the Town
staff and/or their consultant with feedback and suggestions from the residents themselves.
At this stage in the traffic calming process, the Town should facilitate a focus group discussion on the plan
development. The Town should select from the residents having put their names forward in the initial
resident support survey, Step 5, a focus group to assist in the traffic calming plan development.
HTC recommends that Town staff prepare initial concepts of various options to kick start and facilitate the
group discussion. It would also be appropriate for the Town to present to the focus group, touching on
traffic calming and the toolbox of traffic calming measures that are available to deal with specific
problems.
At the conclusion of the focus group meeting, staff will have enough information to prepare conceptual
drawings of the traffic calming plan proposed for the street. Costs estimates can also be prepared at this
stage. Depending on the estimated costs, the plan may have to be altered or scaled back to meet funding
targets.

2.7.1 Traffic Calming Measures
The following provides a description of the different traffic calming measures that are commonly applied,
either alone or in conjunction with each other, to formulate a traffic calming plan. These vary in
applications from controlling speed, reducing volumes and providing protection for pedestrians and
cyclists. The measures are separated into four categories: Vertical Deflections, Horizontal Deflections,
Obstructions and Signage.

2.7.1.1

Vertical Deflections:

Raised Crosswalk
Description: Raised crosswalks are very similar to speed humps, speed cushions and speed tables, however
raised crosswalks create a more visible crossing for pedestrians. The raised crossing is brought to the same
height as the adjacent sidewalk, so the curb is flush at each end. This, however, blocks the path of surface
water run-off uphill of the raised crosswalk therefore, additional drainage will need to be considered for
roadways with curb and curb & gutter.
Approximate Cost: $5,000 to $20,000
Control: Reduce speed and volumes and increase pedestrian visibility
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Rumble Strips
Description: Rumble strips consist of a pattern of raised
markings or grooves applied to the pavement surface to
alert motorists of a change in roadway conditions ahead.
The rumble strips transmit a sound and a vibration
throughout the vehicle, which encourages the motorists
to reduce their speed. However, due to the noise from
vehicles going over the rumble strips, this will introduce
additional noise into the adjacent neighbourhood.
Approximate Cost: $500 to $2,000
Control: Reduce speed
Speed Humps, Speed Cushions & Speed Tables
Speed Humps
Description: A speed hump is a continuous
raised pavement section which requires
motorists to drive over the speed hump at a
reduced speed. These typically are not used
on a roadway that has a high volume of buses
or is a primary route for emergency vehicles.

Approximate Cost: $2,000 per speed hump
Control: Reduce speed and volumes
Speed Cushions
Description: Speed cushions are multiple raised pavement
sections in a line which requires motorists to drive over at a
reduced speed. However, these pavement sections have a space
in between to allow for the axles of buses and emergency vehicles
to pass over without reducing speed or passing over the speed
cushion.

Approximate Cost: $300/linear meter
Control: Reduce speed and volumes
Speed Tables
Description: A speed table is a continuous raised pavement
section which requires motorists to drive at a reduced speed.
Speed tables are very similar to raised crosswalks, however they
have a space allotted on each side to allow for surface water
run-off. These can also be used as a crosswalk for pedestrians,
however there is a change in elevation from curb to speed table.

Approximate Cost: $750/linear meter
Control: Reduce speed and volumes
Harbourside Transportation Consultants - #16320.02
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Textured Crosswalk
Description: Textured crosswalks are put into place to
accentuate the location of a pedestrian crosswalk to
motorists and reduce the speed along the roadway.
Since textured crosswalks rely on both the physical
and visual means to identify their location, added
colour to the crosswalk can increase the effectiveness
of this traffic calming measure.
Approximate Cost: $100/m2
Control: Reduce speed and increase pedestrian
visibility

2.7.1.2

Horizontal Deflections:

Chicanes
Description: Chicanes are a series of curb extensions on
alternating sides of the roadway which narrow the
roadway and requires vehicles to reduce speed and
negotiate from one side of the roadway to the other to
travel through the chicane. Typically, three or more curb
extensions are used.
Approximate Cost: $5,000 to $15,000 per chicane
Control: Reduce speed and volumes

Curb Extensions
Description: Curb extensions are a horizontal intrusion of
the curb into the roadway, which results in a narrower
section of roadway. Curb extensions are used for
shortening the crossing distance for pedestrians and
improves the motorists’ visibility of the pedestrians.
Curb extensions also reduce speeds by narrowing the
roadway.
Approximate Cost: $10,000 to $20,000
Control: Reduce speed and increase pedestrian visibility
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On-Street Parking
Description: By introducing on-street parallel
parking on one or both sides of the road, this
reduces the number of driving lanes on the
roadway and in turn reduces the amount of
vehicles and speed on the roadway.
Approximate Cost: $200 to $500
Control: Reduce speed and volumes

Traffic Calming Circles
Description: A traffic calming circle is a raised island in the centre of the intersection, which requires
motorists to travel counter-clockwise around the center island. Traffic calming circles allow traffic to flow
freely through an indirect path at an intersection and this cause motorists to slow down and yield before
entering the intersection. Motorists enter the intersection by first turning right and then must turn left
around the center island and then finally right to exit the intersection.
A traffic calming circle is not a roundabout. A roundabout is larger and has raised median islands on all
approaches, in some cases with two or more lanes.
Approximate Cost: $4,000 to $15,000
Control: Reduce speed
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2.7.1.3

Obstruction:

Directional or Full Street Closures
Description: A physical device located in the
roadway which obstructs and prohibits one
direction of travel (directional closure) or
prohibits access entirely (full closure). Closures
eliminated short-cutting or through traffic on the
roadway. Bicyclists and pedestrians are still
permitted to enter at these enclosures.
Approximate Cost: $3,000 to $35,000
Control: Reduce speed and volumes
Right-in/Right-out Island
Description: Right-in/right-out islands are raised
triangular island on an intersection approach that
prevents left-turning movements from the major
roadway and the minor roadway. This reduces the
pass-through traffic and traffic volumes on the
roadway.
Approximate Cost: $7,000 to $15,000
Control: Reduce volumes

2.7.1.4

Signage:

Maximum Speed Sign
Description: The maximum speed sign indicates to motorists that the maximum legal vehicle speed
permitted on the roadway. Other signage such as, School Area sign or Playground sign can accompany the
Maximum Speed signage, which is typically placed on the right-side of the roadway.
Approximate Cost: $ 200 per sign
Control: Reduce speed
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Radar Speed/Feedback Sign
Description: Radar speed signs, commonly known as Feedback signs, are used to
inform motorists of their speed and encourage them to reduce their speed to the
posted speed limit.
Approximate Cost: $2,000 to $3,000
Control: Reduce speed
Through Traffic Prohibited Sign
Description: The Through Traffic Prohibited sign is to prohibit
traffic that is short-cutting through the residential neighbourhoods. These signs are
sometimes accompanied by an additional tab sign indicating days and hours that the
prohibition is in effect.
Approximate Cost: $200 per sign
Control: Reduce volumes
Speed Bumps Ahead Sign
Description: The Speed Bumps Ahead sign is to alert the motorists that they are
approaching speed bumps, humps, cushions or tables on the roadway. This informs
the motorist to reduce their speed and potentially will defer them from using this
route as a short-cutting roadway. As shown above, this sign would be placed on the
right side of the road in advance of the speed hump, cushion or table.
Approximate Cost: $200 per sign
Control: Reduce Speed and volumes

Traffic-Calmed Neighbourhood Sign
Description: The traffic-calmed neighbourhood sign is to advise motorists that traffic
calming measures are in place throughout this neighbourhood. This increases
motorists’ awareness and reduces short-cutting and speeding.
Approximate Cost: $200 per sign
Control: Reduce speed and volumes
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2.8

Step 7 – Resident Support

Once the traffic calming plan development, Step 6, has been completed, the Town of Torbay will finalize
the concept plans with descriptions of the traffic calming measures and the cost estimates associated with
each concept.
The finalized concept plan and descriptions will then be communicated to the surrounding neighbourhood
residents that would primarily be affected by the new traffic calming measure. The concept package can
be sent via e-mail or mail and placed on the Town of Torbay website, asking for feedback about the
proposed traffic calming measure. The Town of Torbay would request for the feedback, and other
comments, to be returned within two to three weeks for a final tally.
The neighbourhood support should be greater than 60%, the same as in Step 5. If the 60% is not met, the
traffic calming measure proposed for this location will not be considered again under the policy for a
minimum of two years.

2.9

Step 8 – Final Council Approval

Once the 60% threshold has been met for the proposed traffic calming measure that was sent to the
affected neighbourhood residents, the Town of Torbay staff will revise the cost estimates and prepare a
package to recommend to Council.
After Council approves the recommended proposed traffic calming measure, the design, tendering and
construction phases commence.

2.10

Step 9 – Design, Tendering & Construction

Once Council has approved the proposed traffic calming method, the Town staff and/or consultant will
proceed to develop a preliminary design, detailed design, call for tender and then construction of the
traffic calming device(s). Below, in Table 4, shows a summary table of the traffic calming measures with
the approximate cost, location and spacing of the devices and the control of the traffic calming device.
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Table 4 – Summary Table of Traffic Calming Measures

Measure

Description

Costs

Location & Spacing

Control

Marked crosswalks &
midblock crossings

Reduce Speed/Volume
& Increase Pedestrians
Visibility

Vertical Deflection
Raised Crosswalks

Rumble Strips

Speed Humps

Speed Cushions

Speed Tables

Textured Crosswalk

Raised crosswalks are very similar to speed humps, speed cushions and speed
tables, however raised crosswalks create a more visible crossing for pedestrians.
$5,000 to
The raised crossing is brought to the same height as the adjacent sidewalk, so the
$20,000
curb is flush at each end.
Rumble strips consist of a pattern of raised markings or grooves applied to the
$500 to
pavement surface to alert motorists of a change in roadway conditions ahead.
$2,000
The rumble strips transmit a sound and a vibration throughout the vehicle, which
encourages the motorists to reduce their speed.
A speed hump is a continuous raised pavement section which requires motorists
$2,000/
to drive over the speed hump at a reduced speed. These typically are not used on
hump
a roadway that has a high volume of buses or is a primary route for emergency
vehicles.
Speed cushions are multiple raised pavement sections in a line which requires
motorists to drive over the speed cushion at a reduced speed. However, these
$300/linear
pavement sections have a space in between to allow for the axles of buses and
meter
emergency vehicles to pass over without reducing speed or passing over the
speed cushion.
A speed table is a continuous raised pavement section which requires motorists
to drive over the speed hump at a reduced speed. Speed tables are very similar
$750/linear
to raised crosswalks, however they have a space allotted on each side to allow
meter
for surface water run-off. These can also be used as a crosswalk for pedestrians,
however there is a change in elevation from curb to speed table.
Textured crosswalks are put into place to further identify the location of a
pedestrian crosswalk to motorists and reduce the speed along the roadway. Since
textured crosswalks rely on both the physical and visual means to identify their
$100/ m2
location, added color to the crosswalk can increase the effectiveness of the
traffic calming measure.

50 km/hr - locate 65m in
advance
60 km/ hr - locate 85m in
advance
30 km/hr - every 60m
40 km/hr - every 80m
45 km/hr - every 100m
50 km/hr - every 125m

Reduce Speed

Reduce Speed/Volume

30 km/hr - every 60m
40 km/hr - every 80m

Reduce Speed/Volume

50 km/hr - every 125m
30 km/hr - every 60m
40 km/hr - every 80m

Reduce Speed/Volume

50 km/hr - every 125m

At any crosswalk

Reduce Speed &
Increase Pedestrians
Visibility

Horizontal
Chicane

Chicanes are a series of curb extensions on alternating sides of the roadway
which narrow the roadway and requires vehicles to reduce speed and negotiate
from one side of the roadway to the other to travel through the chicane.

$5,000 to
Mid-block locations, > 20m
Reduce Speed/Volume
$15,000 per
away from an intersection
chicane

Curb extensions are a horizontal intrusion of the curb into the roadway, which
Reduce Speed &
results in a narrower section of roadway. Curb extensions are used for shortening $10,000 to At intersections and midIncrease Pedestrians
block crossings
the crossing distance for pedestrians and improves the motorists’ visibility of the
$20,000
Visibility
pedestrians.
By introducing on-street parking on one or both sides of the road, reduces the
Not effective on rural cross
On- Street Parking
number of driving lanes on the roadway and in turn reduces the amount of
$200 to $500
Reduce Speed/Volume
sections
vehicles on the roadway.
A traffic calming circle is a raised island in the centre of the intersection, which
requires motorists to travel counter-clockwise around the center island. Traffic
$4,000 to
Traffic Calming Circle calming circles allow traffic to flow freely through an indirect path at an
Consecutive intersections
Reduce Speed
$15,000
intersection and this cause motorists to slow down and yield before entering the
intersection.
Curb Extension

Obstruction
Directional or Full
Closure
Right in Right Out
Island

A physical device located in the roadway which obstructs and prohibits one
direction of travel (directional closure) or prohibits access entirely (full closure).
Closures eliminated short-cutting or through traffic on the roadway.
Right-In/Right-Out Islands are raised triangular island on an intersection
approach that prevents left-turning movements from the major roadway and the
minor roadway. This reduces the pass-through traffic and traffic volumes on the
roadway.

$3,000 to
$5,000

Local streets

Reduce Speed/Volume

$7,000 to
$15,000

Local and residential
collector streets

Volume

$200 per sign

Any street

Reduce Speed

$2,000 to
$3,000

Any street

Reduce Speed

$200 per sign

Any street

Reduce Speed

$200 per sign

Any street

Reduce Speed

$200 per sign

Any street

Reduce Speed

Signage
The maximum speed sign indicates to motorists that the maximum legal vehicle
speed permitted on the roadway.
Radar speed signs, also known as Feedback signs, are used to inform motorists of
Radar Speed/
their speed and encourage for them to reduce their speed to the posted speed
Feedback Sign
limit.
Through Traffic
The Through Traffic Prohibited sign is to prohibit traffic that is short-cutting
Prohibited Sign
through the residential neighbourhoods.
The Speed Bumps Ahead sign is to alert the motorists that they are approaching
Speed Bumps Ahead speed bumps, humps, cushions or tables on the roadway. This informs the
Sign
motorist to reduce their speed and potentially will defer them from using this
route as a short-cutting roadway.
The traffic-calmed neighbourhood sign is to advise motorists that traffic calming
Traffic-Calmed
measures are in place throughout this neighbourhood. This increases motorists’
Neighbourhood Sign
awareness and reduces short-cutting and speeding.
Maximum Speed Sign
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2.11

Step 10 – Follow-Up

After the traffic calming plan has been completed, Town Staff should document any comments or
concerns about the new traffic calming measure from the local residents.
After 6 months, the Town should review the initial traffic calming request and verify that the new traffic
calming plan is addressing the issues that was brought forward. If the issues are not being resolved,
potentially another traffic calming measure may be required to work in conjunction with the new traffic
calming plan.
Town Staff should document any changes to previous traffic calming concepts in the Master Database to
improve future traffic calming improvements to local and collector streets throughout the Town of
Torbay.

3.0
3.1

Other Related Items
Measuring Speeds and Traffic Volumes for Data Collection

There are multiple ways to record traffic speeds and volumes on a roadway. Below are some of the devices
that can be placed out near the roadway or intersection to record traffic:
•

Jamar – Radar Recorder
 This system can record speed, volumes, gaps and classification of vehicles on a roadway. This
device includes a data box that records traffic with a time stamp, which results in better data
collection. This device needs to be installed on a pole near a straight road and not near any
intersection or access point.

•

Miovision – Scout Video Collection Unit
 The Scout Video Collection Unit is a portable video data collection device
that is built for reliable and unattended field operation for days at a time.
The unit can record an intersection or a roadway, which is then uploaded
to Miovision’s software. The user can then choose what results, such as
turning counts, ADT’s and can even count an active transportation trail.
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3.2

Emergency Vehicle Routes

Due to the fact that most collector roadways throughout the Town of Torbay are an emergency vehicle
route, traffic calming measures that can be put in place on those specific roadways are limited. Below is a
list of traffic calming measures that may impact emergency vehicle routes:
No impact:
o Rumble Strips
o Speed Cushions
o Textured Crosswalks
o Chicane (Two-way)
o Directional Closure
o All Signage

3.3

Minor impact:
o Raised Crosswalk
o Speed Humps
o Speed Tables
o Chicane (One-way)
o Curb Extension
o On-Street Parking
o Traffic Circle
o Right-In/Right-Out

Major impact:
o Full Closure

Design of New Subdivisions with Traffic Calming Measures

Throughout the Town of Torbay, there are subdivisions and extensions of existing developments being
constructed. Traffic calming measures can be incorporated into the design of the new subdivisions, which
encourages a traffic-calmed neighbourhood. Due to some of the traffic calming measures having a specific
right-of-way required, such as traffic circles, this can easily be incorporated into the new developments
at the early design stages.
For other traffic calming measures, such as raised crosswalks and chicanes, storm water management is
important due to the traffic calming measure extending across the entire cross width of the roadway. This
prevents surface water run-off from getting to the catch basin and can result in flooding uphill of the
traffic calming measure. If the raised crosswalks and chicanes were incorporated into the design of the
subdivisions, this problem could be averted and included in the storm water management design.
Overall, introducing traffic calming measures into the design stage of new developments, will improve the
aesthetics of the subdivision, reduce the speeds and through traffic volumes and provide a safer and
friendlier environment for children and other users.

3.4

Sources of Information & References

Information used in this Traffic Calming Policy was referenced from the following documents:
o
o
o

TAC – Canadian Guide to Neighbourhood Traffic Calming
City of St. John’s – Development of Traffic Calming Policy & Warrant
TrafficCalming.org
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APPENDIX A
Traffic Calming Request Form

Harbourside Transportation Consultants - #16320.02

Appendix A

Traffic Calming Request Form
Please complete the following form and return to the Town of Torbay

Traffic Calming is a combination of physical measures, that when
implemented, reduce the negative effects of the use of motor vehicles on
residential streets, alter motorists' behaviour and improve conditions for
both pedestrians and cyclists.
Applicant Name:
Applicant Address:
Date:
Please select one of the following areas that relate to the nature of your concern:

□
□

Residential Area

School/ Day Care Zone

Recreational Area

Please select any of the following traffic concerns:

□
□

□

High Speeds in Neighbourhood
Aggressive Driving Behaviour

□
□

Collision Concerns
Pedestrian Safety

Specific location of concern (intersection, road name, civic number):

Further details about traffic concerns:

Suggested Traffic Calming Solution:

Signing below indicates your understanding that the Town of Torbay and Council will review and
assess the concerns noted above to the best of their ability, if the criteria and required public
support are met, as per the Town of Torbay Traffic Calming Policy.
Applicant Signature:
Contact Number:
E-mail Address:
Would you like to participate in the Focus Group discussion?

□ Yes □ No

